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A Plea For Combined Clinical And Research Training In Dermatology
If we stop a moment to consider the broad
objectives of our residency training programs, I
believe we Would all agree that we share a com-
mon goal . . . to produce high quality physicians
who will provide, either directly or indirectly,
the best medical care possible for people with
diseases of the skin. I believe too that all of us
would agree that the domain of dermatology
extends to understanding fundamental aspects of
the pathogenesis of disease as well as to provid-
ing effective treatment, and that both research
and clinical skills are necessary components.
It is important that we have a conccnsus on
these training goals, and it is equally as impor-
tant that we reach an agreement on how best to
implement them. Those of you who are taking
the time to read this editorial are interested in-
dividuals. It is time for us to freely and honestly
interchange ideas in order to work hand in hand
promoting better dermatology. Some in our
specialty would advocate two separate kinds of
training programs—one for those young physi-
cians who are interested in doing clinical work,
and one for those interested in entering the in-
vestigative field. It is my conviction, however,
that a program which combines clinical and re-
search training is more desirable and more
meaningful for today's dermatology resident..
whether he eventually becomes a practitioner,
a teacher, or an investigator.
There are several reasons why I hold this
conviction, and I would like to share them with
you.
First of all, a young physician who is just
entering a residency program is usually not in
a position to know where he could derive the
greatest professional satisfaction from dermatol-
ogy. His interests and skills are still very much
in an evolutionary stage. Often he does not yet
realize where his special talents lie. He can best
gain these perspectives by being given a broad
exposure to all that dermatology as a specialty
has to offer. Of course the degree and depth of
his exposure to research should be quantified by
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his interest, aptitude, and enthusiasm. To mc,
preconceived rigid requirements for "bench
time" research arc usually ill-advised.
Second, a scientifically wholesome environ-
ment creates interest and attracts bright young
minds. A modern department of dermatology
will always be effectively engaged in medical
student teaching, in the delivery of medical care,
and in meaningful research. Hopefully, research
activities will include and extend from well con-
trolled clinical studies through experimental
biology and into the more fundamental and
basic aspects of scientific research. Therefore,
it seems to mc that a balanced training program
is more likely to attract the high cahbre of
young physicians who we arc interested in hav-
ing as members of our specialty.
Third, a modern physician must understand
scientific principles. A person learns best by
doing, and involvement in research gives him
firsthand knowledge of these principles. Also if
a physician does not participate in research while
in training, he will not be prepared to contribute
new knowledge to our specialty. Of potentially
greater significance is that the unexposed physi-
cian will not be trained to evaluate and judge
the scientific research conducted by others .
something all of us, whether we be clinicians or
investigators, arc called upon to do as we en-
deavor to keep up with the new knowledge re-
ported in our journals and presented at our
meetings. [n the latter respect, departmental
Journal Clubs can become a forum for critical
reviews of published research. A free forum that
includes an interchange with faculty provides a
student with an open road to appreciation for
research that might not be found otherwise.
How can one separate clinical dermatologic
training from learning to appreciate fundamental
new knowledge? Involvement in research broad-
ens any trainee's educational experience.
Finally, with the recent information explosion,
the day has passed when one man can simul-
taneously excel as teacher, practitioner, and re-
searcher. Nevertheless, it would seem to mc a
step backward to fragment dermatogists into
pure clinicians, ivory tower teachers, and so-
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phisticated basic researchers. A dermatologist
in training, whether he intends to be practi-
tioner, teacher, or investigator, should be ex-
posed to all that is good in dermatology. We
must challenge young minds. Once stimulated, a
mind can then be channeled and focused by
members of the faculty. An exciting and stimu-
lating teacher of dermatology, by definition, al-
most has to be an outstanding clinician. He who
understands clinical disease is certainly in a
better position to solve scientific problems that
relate to disease. In reverse, the basic researcher
who understands disease can communicate and
function more effectively with clinicians. Train-
ing should be fluid and without boundaries.
For maximal development of our specialty, the
younger generation must be trained with empha-
sis on the individual and an eye toward flexi-
bility. Barriers between dermatologie investi-
gators and scientists in other fields are rapidly
disappearing. In dermatology, barriers between
investigators and clinicians are neither necessary
nor desirable. Our first obligation is to produce
practitioners who are skilled in diagnosing and
treating cutaneous diseases. To train such physi-
cians, our specialty must have stimulating and
inspiring teachers. To create new knowledge and
solve scientific problems, we must have research-
ers. Superb academicians are required if derma-
tology is to progress, develop, and live up to
its maximum potential.
Our specialty is so in need of bright and eager
young minds, that we should make dermatologic
training as exciting and enjoyable as possible.
This means showing them all of dermatology,
including research. For these reasoas, I urge
your support of training programs that combine
research and clinical activities. It is my hope
that such programs will be developed with the
consent, with the approval, and still more hope-
fully, with the enthusiasm of all dermatologists.
John Knox, M.D.
